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“Local people learning about and
acting for their local environment”

Acknowledgement of Country
We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land on which we live, work, and meet for Nature Stewards,
and recognise their continuing connection to land, water, and community. We pay respect to Elders past, present,
and emerging.

Proudly hosted by

Proudly funded and locally hosted by

Foundation partners
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Nature Stewards Victoria began in 2019 and has since
held 14 training programs across seven host
municipalities, with 250 alumni. It continues to
deliver an engaging and practical program for
participants to meet other like-minded people and
get more knowledgeable, confident, and active in
and for the Victorian environment.
Some 68 community partners – environmental
volunteer groups, Traditional Owner organisations,
educational institutions, local and State government
agencies – have contributed to the development,
resourcing, and delivery of the program to date.

VISION

A vibrant community throughout Victoria of wellinformed and trained citizens, actively engaged in
conserving, observing, and interpreting nature.

MISSION

The Nature Stewards program promotes
environmental literacy and stewardship of nature
through discovery, action, and ongoing learning.
The program directly supports participants in
training and volunteering, thereby generating
benefits for the wider community and the
environment.

Environmental literacy and stewardship

GOALS

Participation

Community connection and wellbeing
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MESSAGE
FROM
THE FOUNDER

Nature Stewards has continued to deliver high-quality environmental
education with a focus on local ecosystems and volunteering while
expanding into new locations in 2020-21. This is only our second annual
report, but it documents impressive achievements by the Nature Stewards
team, hosted and supported by Outdoors Victoria.
The fourteenth training program was completed in July 2021. With our
multi-skilled Manager Maddy pulling everything together behind the
scenes, the facilitators, specialist presenters and representatives of local
nature-oriented organisations have provided informative, inspiring
sessions over each ten-week program.
The curriculum introduces topics ranging from Indigenous Australian
perspectives on caring for Country, to producing a nature journal,
Victorian vegetation classes, local environmental volunteering
opportunities, fascinating fungi, and fire in the landscape.
The quality, depth and breadth of the 335-page curriculum resource
document was recognised with the Outstanding Educational Materials
award from the US-based Alliance of Natural Resource Outreach & Service
Programs in October 2020.
Participants respond enthusiastically, as evidenced by the feedback
snippets presented later in this report. Many have joined a local Friends
group or are volunteering elsewhere; at least one alumna is starting a new
Friends group. Others complete the training to be better equipped to
explore nature with their children. Many alumni are applying what they
have learnt in managing their own property. Some have enjoyed the
return to science-based learning so much that they have gone on to
tertiary study in environmental science, or conservation and land
management. For recent arrivals to Victoria, as well as life-long residents,
the program gives them confidence to further explore and learn about our
natural environment.
The restrictions on travel, daily movement and social activities in the
pandemic have highlighted how much we need nature for our well-being.
At the same time, the biodiversity crisis and dramatic manifestations of
the changing climate underline the urgent need for us to improve our
understanding and transform our relationship with nature. The Nature
Stewards Victoria program aims to help this happen.

– Ann McGregor
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MESSAGE
FROM
THE
MANAGER

It’s been another big year, welcoming many new participants, alumni, and
staff to the program! Huge thanks to our host Councils for their ongoing
support – City of Melbourne, City of Melton, Manningham Council, City of
Greater Geelong, City of Whittlesea, Hume City Council, and Macedon
Ranges Shire Council.
This last year has also brought ongoing challenges from COVID-19 with
online training replacing face-to-face classes, delays for program field
sessions and alumni gatherings, and the hampering of many wonderful
local on-ground actions and initiatives. We share the frustration with this,
thank you for your understanding, and for the wonderful at home and
online nature support that has been continuing. Despite the restrictions,
we all continue to strive for new ways to look after our own nature places
and we look forward to upcoming programs and opportunities to meet up
and support nature locally. Thank you to our ever-growing Nature
Stewards family for your inspiration, enthusiasm, and support!
I was chatting the other day with one of our new facilitators and she
mentioned in relation to caring and acting for nature, ‘stubborn optimism’
– something we can all continue to foster in our own lives and help others
in our networks to bring to our everyday actions. This is helped by so
much natural beauty around us, particularly evident as our landscape
continues its budding, sprouting, flowering, and greening! It has been
such an honour to continue to see our participants through programs and
be immersed in the friendship, shared love of nature, and excitement at
graduations and beyond. We encourage alumni to keep in touch with us
through our Facebook and Instagram accounts and via the Region
Mentors. Take care, keep visiting your local special nature places, observe
the wonderous little and big changes over the seasons, and be ready for
when we can all start catching up again!

- Maddy Willcock
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FAREWELL & WELCOME
It is with great thanks that we farewell some of our
wonderful Facilitators and volunteer staff.
Rustem Upton, one of our founding facilitators, has been
a key part of making Nature Stewards the success it is
today. His incredible knowledge, care, passion, and
welcoming nature warmed and inspired his participants.
We are sorry to see him go but wish him all the best with
his next endeavours. Thank you for all your efforts and
support of the program, we have been so very lucky to
have you on our staff team.

Glenn Jameson, another one of our wonderful
facilitators is also moving on to other things and
we also wish him all the best! His unassuming
nature backed by a wealth of expertise and hefty
reference library, will be greatly missed, together
with his biscuit collection. Thank you for being part
of our program and sharing your great passion for
the natural world.

We were super excited to welcome volunteer staff in 2020 to support our growing alumni network. This was a
tricky time with COVID-19 hitting and hampering a lot of great initiatives by this team in their regions and for the
alumni as a whole. We thank Marcus Gaetano, Rebecca Kootstra, Estelle Morrissey, Mark Kheen, and Mark
Boyle for taking these roles on with such enthusiasm. We have farewelled Marcus, Mark, and Mark – thank you
for your service and we look forward to catching up at NS alumni events soon. We welcome Jarrod Johnson and
Melanie von Schorlemer to the team – great to have you onboard!
Our Region Mentors keep our alumni up to date with local environmental volunteering and nature-based
events, arts, workshops, and training. They also run region gatherings online and face to face, in support of
alumni networking and local volunteer and citizen science actions. The current Region Mentors are below,
alumni don’t hesitate to get in touch for local environmental volunteering and events.

KEEP
CONNECTED

/naturestewardsVIC
/naturestewards
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2020 / 2021
AT A
GLANCE

250+ ALUMNI
CONNECTING WITH
AND ACTING FOR
NATURE

68 COMMUNITY
PARTNERS
SUPPORTING LOCAL
BIODIVERSITY

PROGRAM GROWTH
AND INNOVATION

PROGRAMS

Winter 20
Spring 20
Autumn 21

2 x City of Melbourne Online
1 x City of Melton Online
1 x Manningham Council Online
1 x City of Greater Geelong Online
1 x NW Tri-Council Hub (Macedon Ranges, Hume, Melton) Face-to-face
+ Online 1 x City of Whittlesea Face-to-face + Online
Online and face-to-face delivery options, maintaining a 90%+
graduation rate
Multiple-host pilot successfully delivered (NW Hub program),
together with single host programs
Growing alumni network and activities, adding to volunteer support
network
4 volunteer staff join the Nature Stewards team to support alumni
Increases in our partnerships across the State:
33 Environmental volunteer and citizen science groups
7 State Government departments and authorities
5 Universities
9 Environmental organisations & businesses
7 Local Government Authorities
4 Traditional Owner Groups across the Kulin Nation
3 TAFE Institutions
Alumni supporting each other during COVID
Gardening and revegetation undertaken on private property
Promotion of positive environmental behaviours to family, friends, and
work colleagues
Joining and/or taking on further leadership roles in environmental
volunteer and citizen science groups
Starting local environmental volunteer groups
Applying for council environmental grants
Going onto further TAFE and university training

1,100+ hours of participant/alumni
environmental volunteer service for
nature during and post program

$41,000+ local economic benefit* added to the
community
* Monetary value estimated at $38/hour average replacement rate for 15 – 74 yrs

age brackets (Volunteering Australia 2017)
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PROGRAM IMPACT 20 / 21

Environmental literacy, Nature connection, and Stewardship
Over 85% increase in understanding of local ecology
Over 40% increase in connection with nature
Over 35% increase in time spent in nature

Participation
Over 50% increase in confidence to take part in
environmental volunteering
Over 35% positive environmental behaviour change towards
starting or continuing environmental volunteering actions

Community connection & Wellbeing
Over 40% increase in connection with local community
Over 35% increase in sense of wellbeing
Over 40% increase in connection with local Aboriginal community
Over 30% increase in willingness to share knowledge with others in the
community

*Findings based on average 2020 – 2021 FY program data
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
“It is an awesome program and I learnt so much and
feel more confident and inspired to do more in nature
and the environment” - Jacqui, Melton w20

"Keep positive. Other people do care about the
planet, like me.” – Gail, Geelong s20

“In this tough time (lockdown), I felt connected, connected to the people I work with, connected to an
intellectual stimulus, connected to some amazing beings from various organizations, connected to Rustem and
more importantly connected to Nature, because the program truly changed my point of view towards the
nature. Now I feel confident when I am in Nature, connected when I see some insects, animals, or plants, and
proud when I know that I have some knowledge about this. Now, this will help me to take my curiosity to
another level and give me chance to explore more.” – Shrikrishna, Melbourne w20
“I am loving being part of Nature Stewards Geelong. I am learning
about many interesting things, in the company of others who are
also passionate about conservation. It has been a very positive
experience. I have really loved being in Nature Stewards and found
it very valuable. It has given me confidence and helped me clarify
the kind of environmental volunteering that interests me the
most.” – Jane, Geelong s20

“Thank you both for an amazing program. It has
opened my eyes and given me the courage to apply
for a science degree (which I was offered a place!)”
– Steph, NW Hub a21

“Observe carefully and participate actively.” – Helen, Manningham s20
“This program is an excellent, broad introduction to the local/Victorian environment and the significant issues it faces, along with
the many ways that we can assist in its protection. The program has connected and fleshed out bits of prior knowledge I had and will
lead me into more thorough reading of books and other publications, from those recommended over the ten weeks. What I have
really appreciated about the course is the bringing together of so much useful information, that might have otherwise taken me
years to pick up ... A very convenient package! Thank so much for offering this in Geelong in a very accessible way, good entry-level
information, great facilitator and presenters.” – Margot, Geelong s20

“Make student know the nature and how much
things we are missing in real life. So, this course
now connects me with nature in different way than
before.” – Avash, Melbourne w20

“I have already started the process of applying to council to
have one of the last areas of bushland into a reserve. I will
also share the knowledge gained with my family, friends
and community.” – Avash, Melbourne w20 and community.

“I think Tri council participation contributed to greater diversity &
discovery of places. Loved the informal culture & interaction of
participants.” - Michele, a21
“We all love nature, but we were not aware how to protect it. Nature
Stewards Program was so informative that explained how the nature works and what efforts we can do to
protect it.” – Parth, Geelong s20

“ It was such a wakeup call…. I have such a love for nature, it’s time I helped give back for all I have been
given. I appreciate nature so much. And being Australian, it’s time to learn more about this land and how to
honour it. And how to honour the traditional custodians of this land and learn about their
ways of conservation.” – Suzanne, Melton w20
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"So many things! Nicole was terrific in her role, such a clear, interesting, and fun presenter. The guest presenters were also
outstanding, they all showed an incredible amount of passion in their area of expertise. The other program participants all
had interesting contributions and it was really enjoyable spending time with like-minded people. The field trips brought the
theory to life and showed me areas in the region that I did not know existed. Lastly, the indigenous presentation has really
stayed with me, it gave me a taste of history that I really want to understand better."
– Dianne, NW Hub a21

“Making us more aware of our environment and
working on ways improve and work with the nature.
Connecting with other people who share the passion
fo r nature.” – Janeen, Manningham s20

“My biggest takeaway is that nature is not somewhere you
go to, it’s all around, and there is incredible value in
developing urban and suburban natural spaces – for
ecosystems but also for social value.”
– Tess, Melton w20

“The program far exceeded my expectations. I have loved every week. I feel stimulated and
definitely invigorated to learn as much as I can and pass on this information.”
– Maree, NW Hub a21
“It has been such a great program and has really reignited my advocacy
"*Manual was great *Glenn's stories
mind
in getting the word out that we need to be doing things at all levels.
were fantastic *Presentation and field
It's been a pleasure to hear all of Glenn's wonderful stories about his time
sessions Julia Cirillo (really liked her
in the field. What a wealth of knowledge he holds. Maybe he can come in
presentation), Andy on fire, Peter Quarry
as a guest presenter to tell stories. Uncle Bill's smoking ceremony and
Hills *Meeting like-minded people"
welcome was very passionate and powerful. And having Bunjil flying
overhead was magic.” – Danielle, Whitt a21
–Liana, Whitt a21

“Getting to know fellow nature lovers, people from different backgrounds and who
have different interests. The variety of guest speakers. Some of them were very
engaging, such as the speaker about the Importance of being in nature, the
Indigenous Smoking Ceremony, and the Fungi talk. (Apologies, I forgot their names.)
Also, the Nature Calendar with input from everybody in the group, and put together
by Maddy, well done. Great memorabilia to keep.” – Lisanne, Whitt a21

“There are amazing people in our communities - making positive changes and every small
change can lead to big outcomes.” – Julie, Melton w20
“I have joined to volunteer with Friends of Plenty Valley and the Curly Sedge Creek Project. I plan to join BirdLife
Australia and the Victorian Field Naturalists. I will continue to build a garden that is flora and fauna friendly and safe. I'm on
the long journey of reducing my and my family's carbon footprint. I contact politicians when I can to
support action on the Climate Crisis.” – Liz, Whitt a21

“As a Landcare committee member, I now feel more confident that I can contribute to education
and projects than before... It is great to know the key books, websites and organisations to
consult if I want to learn more. Also, it is good to be aware of local nature experts so that we can
engage with them for our Landcare events.” – Kate, Geelong s20
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NS IN ACTION

Combined NS staff and alumni pics 2020 / 2021
(ParthHingu_PeterHoman_GlennJameson_MaddyWillcock)
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NS ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT
“I have always been an avid volunteer and keen to take every
opportunity I could to be out and about in nature. It wasn’t, however,
until I saw the Nature Stewards program that I came across the word
“steward”. When you are learning a second language, you have
insights like this – you find a name for something you already know so
well, and it is an instant click. Steward. I am a Nature Steward!
I was already studying in the conservation field when I signed up for
the program, so I was amazed by how much I learned over only ten
weeks. Nature Stewards was above and beyond expectations. The
program taught me so much, from exciting discoveries to new
approaches to familiar topics. Great content combined with great
people, including participants, program facilitators and incredible
guest speakers who brought meaning and passion to the curriculum.
After completing the Spring program in 2019, I had the chance to share some of my learnings as a seasonal ranger, followed by a new
chapter at the North East CMA, where I manage biodiversity projects that connect with local communities. Looking back, I can see that
Nature Stewards introduced me to many concepts that are now current in my day-to-day work. Most importantly, the program and
the people I’ve met along the way have once again changed the way I see and think about nature, and I am very
thankful for every step of my journey so far!”
- Marina Murua, Melbourne program, Spring 2019

“I have continued my work with Friends of Warrandyte State Park (FoWSP) because of lockdown and limited numbers allowed at the nursery I have been joining
the Thursday Activity Groups (TAG). As well as TAGGING I have continued to coordinate
Scotchman’s Hill Action Group. This year we are establishing our own biodiversity zone
at the bottom of the hill whilst still maintaining the lovely area we have at the top. It’s a
big job. If we could get more hands-on deck, it would be great! Parks Victoria have been
very good to us this year giving us an extra grant for plants and equipment.
I have found a remnant tree fern in Warrandyte and I have been propagating them
from the spore. As you can see (picture below), I have had some success so
I have now been given some bits of sporophyte filled leaves from local native ferns to
try. If successful FOWSP may be able to sell native local ferns as well.
The other major activity I am undertaking is a big sculpture for the Yarra River Keepers.
I decided to create something for them (free of course) to try to showcase their
organisation. I think the work they are doing is terrific. They gave me a huge piece of
polystyrene that they fished out of one of the creeks as I use polystyrene as a substrate
for my mosaics (picture above). I’m creating a big drop of water with scenes of the
Yarra on it and a platypus burrow through it with a life size platypus inside. It’s made
completely from recycled rubbish and old unwanted tiles that would otherwise go to
landfill. Everywhere I go I pick up rubbish from the environment to add to it. Of course,
Don and I continue to weed and maintain our own bit of land for wildlife.”
– Carolynn Noel, Manningham program, Spring 2020
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SECTOR SUPPORT AND FINANCIALS

The Nature Stewards program is uniquely placed to continue to scale and generate huge benefit for the environment
and the community, at a time when community behaviour change and on-ground action are desperately needed.
The program continues to successfully deliver aspects of the Protecting Victoria’s environment - Biodiversity 2037
Strategy, together with helping to deliver other key State and Local Government strategies. Moreover, it continues to
contribute to local and State based collaboration and resilience across community, academic, and industry
partnerships in support of Victoria’s environment.
In the 2020 / 2021 financial year, funding was based on contributions from Local Government Authorities,
participant fees, and a Federal Government grant. Future funding will aim to continue with a co-contribution model.

2018 / 2019 FY & 2019 / 2020 FY
o 2 programs run (Autumn 2019)
o 5 programs run (Spring 2019, Autumn 2020)
o $36,000 from Department of Environment, Land, Water, Planning
o $63,000 from Local Government Authorities, including Caring for Our Local Environments
Grant, DELWP
o $13,500 from Participant registrations
o Volunteer time from the six members of the Program Advisory Group

2020 / 2021 FY
o 7 programs run (Winter and Spring 2020, Autumn 2021)
o $65,510 from Local Government Authorities
o $11,065 from Participant registrations *many discounted due to COVID interruptions
o $36,000 from JobKeeper, Federal Government
o $17,700 from the Communities Environment Program Grant, Federal Seat of Gorton,
Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources
o Volunteer time from the six members of the Program Advisory Group
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FUTURE
We would like to thank our wonderful host Councils for their ongoing support this year - City of Melbourne, City of
Melton, Manningham Council, City of Greater Geelong, City of Whittlesea, Hume City Council, and Macedon
Ranges
Shire Council. It’s been a challenging year, but we look forward to continuing to support our existing communities
and to expanding the program across Victoria and beyond! As well as building our current program model, we will
explore new models of delivery. We are committed to continuing to support our alumni with opportunities to
positively impact their local natural places and communities through volunteering, further training, employment,
and other ways to connect with and act for nature.
Possible initiatives in 2022 and beyond:
o In-house staff training for organisations
o Short program offerings
o Advanced training for alumni
If you would like to find out more about the program, be part of the Nature Stewards team, or explore options for
a
program in your area, please contact us via the following channels:
o Email the Program Manager: naturestewards@outdoorsvictoria.org.au
o Website: https://outdoorsvictoria.org.au/nature-stewards/
o Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/naturestewardsVIC/
o Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/naturestewards/
References
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